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we had an unforgettable experience rolling down the
highways of missouri getting to places whose names are
familiar to us from our history books we felt the twinge
of disappointment that is inevitable when we descend from
the historic imagination to the present reality when we return
to sites that had meaning in the past only to find them
changed lost perhaps in the grey smog of our own century
thomas wolfe was right you can t go home again to
the scenes of your childhood much less to the sites of sig-
nificancenificance a hundred years ago

during the day our attention was properly focused on
the sites of our missouri past on what it has meant in our his-
tory we were guided in our considerations by the historians
whose short presentations are reproduced here these his-
torians are a new breed they have had advanced training
in several of the great universities of our country some of
them have publishedvublished books or articles and have achieved a
reputation iin the world of scholarship not that latter day
saints of the past century were devoid of ability that age
saw some competent writing in church periodicals and some
books of merit and the record improved during the first
half of the present century but never have there been so
many mormon historians as now so well trained engaged
in such fruitful research the organization of the mormon
history association in 1966 marked a new era of profession
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alismalisa among historians of mormonism and our reconsidera-
tion of the missouri period this year was one of the finest
fruits of the association s activities

what anguish the name of missouri must have provoked
in the souls of our people in the 1830s and 1840s and for
several decades afterwards and for some of us still on the
one hand it was zion the gathering place of god s elect
destined to be another city of enoch a place where the faith-
ful could gather singing songs of everlasting joy on the
other hand it was a place of contention of taunts and jeers
of threats and violence of repeated flights and constant fear

perhaps it is appropriate to remind ourselves of the ster-
ling human qualities that helped the saints or at least most
of them to come through their time of troubles with their
faith still strong for one thing they were buoyed up by
a loyalty to joseph the prophet that we will misunderstand
unless we think of it in intensely personal terms the church
was still small the people knew each other they knew
the prophet heard him speak and shared many small ex-
periencesperiences that bound their souls together with bonds of steel
in a day when we have become large and bureaucratized
when as alvin toffler has reminded us personal friend-
ships can be maintained only against enormous practical ob-
staclesst it is encouraging to recall a time when the saints
a few hundred and then a few thousand in number could
still easily think of themselves as a community of believers
or a little flock or a family

if such personal ties provided strength it is also refresh-
ing to discover that persecution and exile did not extinguish
a sense of humor one brief glimpse isis provided in the rem-
iniscences of orange wight son of lyman who heard
his father describe the escape of the prophet and others from
the missouri jails and their successful flight to the safety
of illinois

they all changed their names and started out as land
seekers men from the east hunting homes they left the
mainmalnmainmaln road and traveled through the sparsely settled country
on byroadsby roads and at times without a road

now with all their trouble they at times had some
amusements they came to a ranch inin an out of the
way place and stopped for the night they told their
names fictitious ones the next morning they were look
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ing about and walking around all but bro mcray 1 who
was in the house the proprietorproprieterprop rieter came in and was talking
with bro mcray and asked his name said he had forgotten
it and bro mcray had also forgotten it and it had the
effect to cause bro mcray to take a terrible cramp in his
stomach it came near throwing him into spasms

the man ran out where some of the other brethren
were and told them that their friend was sick they went
in and said mr brown what is the matter with you
what have you been eating that relieved mr brown
to such an extent that he began to get better right away
in the meantime the proprieterproprietorproprieter had brought in a jug of
whisky from somewhere and recommended mr brown to
take a glass of whisky he done so and the others
those that were disposed that way which were nearly all
took some for fear the disease was contagious

after they got to our house inin quincy and we had beer
or any stimulant of any kind to drink they would recom-
mend to give bro mcray some first he has the cramp
and can t tell his name

such comic relief undoubtedly helped to make bearable what
otherwise would have been a series of crushing trials and dis-
appointments

As for the deeper causes of our unhappy experience in mis-
souri it is no defense of the outrageous behavior of many of
the old settlers to say that some of the mormonscormons were insuf-
ferable in their smug certainty that the land would be theirs
but in the interest of balance we do need to remind ourselves
that the phenomenon of block busting as we call it now
the incursion of new elements into old settled areas almost
inevitably provokes opposition especially if there is any indi-
cation of group action and bloc voting

recently I1 came across a version of general samuel lucas s

speech to the assembled saints As recorded in the journal of
jesse W johnstun the general s words went something like
this

gentlemen you have the appearance of being smart
and intelligent men you see the trouble and difficulty
you have brought upon yourselves by gathering together
in large bodies you had better disperse through the country
and live as other denominations do and then you can
live in this country as well as any other citizens

what he was urging of course was not consistent with the
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mormonscormons self image and more important their conception of
space and time in short he was expecting people living in an
eschatological frame of reference to live like ordinary people

meaning those of the great majority who assume that life
will go on pretty much as it has always done he was expect-
ing the citizens of the new jerusalem to settle down comfort-
ably in babylon

perhaps such a compromise can never be achieved perhaps
it should not be sought but I1 am reminded of some words the
prophet joseph smith delivered in 1843 words that betray no
haughty sense of exclusiveness

sectarian priests cry out concerning me and ask why
is it this babbler gains so many followers and retains
them I1 answer it is because I1 possess the principle of
love

the inquiryinquiry is frequently made of me wherein do
you differ from others in your religious viewsviews in reality
and essence we do not differ so far in our religious viewsviews
but that we could all drink into one principle of love one
of the grand fundamental truths of mormonism is to re-
ceiveceiveceide truth let it come from whence it may

christians should cease wrangling and contending
with each other and cultivate the principles of unionunion and
friendship in their midst and they will do it before the
millennium can be ushered in and christ takes possession
of his kingdom

these words push my mind in two directions first I1 think
of the conflict that seemed always to arise between the saints
and their neighbors in kirtland in missouri and inin nauvoo
somehow the saints did not succeed in conveying the love and
good will that the prophet expounded was it a failure of
communication did they allow their zeal for the restored gos-
pel to carry them away expressing its message without tem-
pering love and compassion hitting their gentile neighbors
with a verbal club that aroused many from their dogmatic
slumber to be sure but at the same time creating resentful
enemies who nursed a grudge and looked for the first oppor-
tunity to get even perhaps the saints were not given the
chance to do otherwise but we cannot help but wonder what
might have been

then too my mind is pushed by the prophet s words into
1972 we live in a fascinating period of christian history a
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period largely informed at least until recently by the ecumen-
ical spirit christians have been trying to emphasize their
agreements and deemphasize their differences in different
ways they have been inspired by the old irenic ideal unity in
essentials liberty in non essentials charity in all and in a
modest way it seems to me this has been one of the finest
productsbyproductsby of the activities of the mormon history associa-
tion I1 refer to the spirit of friendship and cooperation between
some of us in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
and some fine people in the reorganized church we are dis-
covering the relevance of the prophet s words not only totozourtojourour
troubled history but also to our challenging present chris-
tians should cease wrangling and contending with each other
and cultivate the principles of union and friendship in their
midst and again in reality and essence we do not differ so
far in our religious views but that we could all drink into one
principle of love


